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POETRY
REQUEST TO LOVER
No hour passes but lIang for you.
When does my hand not ache to write your praises?
When does my wicked mind anguished not rue
our separation, my exile from your graces?
My heart is locked.without you, my heart is cold.
I follow the needled forest path to none
no man has words that I would hear. A bold
deed of a lover leaves me untouched. The sun
rises of a dawn unseen, the empty night
has the sa~e pallid taste as dull day
my memory of y<?u is all my light
as I sit here in ever darkened May.
Throw blossoms on a burning burning sea
once more once more my love my love, with mel
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REVIEW OF SOME CURRENT POETRY
, New Poems I943: an Anthology of British and American Verse; edited by Oscar
Williams. New York: Howell, Soskin, Inc., 1943. $2~75'
American Decade, edited by Tom Boggs. Cummington, Massachusetts: The Cum-
mington Press, 1943. $3·50.
Cities of ·the Plain, by Alex Comfort. London: Grey Walls Press, 1943. 4/6.
Indications, by John Bayliss, James Kirkup, and John Ormond Thomas. London:
Grey Walls Press, 19'43. 4/6. •
The Virginia Poems, by Francis Coleman Rosenberger. New York: Gotham. Book-
mart Press, i943. $1~OO. . "
. Six Poems, by L.
o
B. Levy. Berkeley, California: Emily Chamberlain Cook 0 Prize'
Poems (of the University of California) for 1942-43. No price iqdicat~d.
Abigail's Sampler and Other Poems, by nelen Frith Stickney. New York: Fine
Editions Press, 1943. $1.25.
Let There Be Light, by Dorothy Hobson; New York: Bruce Fitzgerald, 1943. $1.50'
New Poems I943 is a collection of approximately 130 poems by forty English 0
and American poets. Most of the poems were originally published only recently
and many for the first time in this collection; but Oscar Williams has gone back
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as much as three years for some of the poems. Mr. Williams announces in the
introduction that "this is an anthology of war poetry, not of propaganda to arouse
patriotism." The poems certainly do not arouse patriotism, and a great many
of them are concerned with the war only in the most oblique fashion one could
think of. .
The book introduces no new poets. All but three of the forty are probably
known to the interested reader of modem poetry, and those three are familiar to
-anyone who follows three or four magazines with some regularity. The level of
the work is not consistent; if Mr. Williams had limited his selections to some of
the poems by Auden, Berryman, Cummings (for some interesting .satire), Muir,
Read, Ridler, Sitwell, Stevens, Tate, Winters, and Young, he would not have lost
much except quantity. The impression,of recent poetry gained from tile book is
one of immense confusion, talent stretched thin over various and curious directions,
. self-con!!ciousness about the role of the poet in wartime. Fortunately for us, his
selection is not representative, for Mr. Williams has made his selection of poets,
including the lesser-known ones, as if he were getting together something which
would be a f~n item, a "must" collector's book among those who collect the
"modem" poets. If Mr. Williams had substituted for twenty of his poets twenty
who do not display so much confusion, curiosity of method, self-consciousness, and
indirection, he might have given us a fair and rather complete picture of very
recent poetry. And he could have done it.
Tom Boggs presents what must be his ~ixth or seventh anthology. It is difficult
to review because his anthologies are all very similar, and one am do little else
but repeat what he has said before. In American Decade are "68 poems for the
first time in an anthology," although several others are repeated from former
anthologies by Boggs himself. A few new people, for Boggs but not for others, are
presented: Broomell, Ferril, and Kees, with some interesting work. There are some
usual and expected stand-bys: Cummings, Fearing, Stevens, accounting for seventeen
of the poems among the three. There are Boggs' pets, people who appear with
indifferent poems, and sometimes the same poems, in one after another of Boggs'
anthologies: Clairmont~ Cardi, Mayo. All in all Mr. Boggs is a strange anthologist;
he obviously has taste, for each of his anthologies has some good poems; with the
exception of a few favorites, he sticks by the obvious and easy people; and although
he bows less than any other anthologist to patterns for ~election, such as presenting
trends in niodern poetry or representative recent work (as does Oscar Williams), his
standards are uneven and include as much poor work as good work.
More than young American poets, young English poets seem to know where
they are going, to present less of the confusion in styles and directions which one
finds in New Poems I943. Rather fine examples of this self-confidence are the two
books from the Grey Walls Press. Alex Comfort's book, Cities of the Plain, is a
play, partially in verse, mostly in prose.", Mr. Comfort calls it a "democratic melo-
drama," and the movement of the play does have excitement and melodramatic
interest. He repudiates at the outset in a preface "all, the ideological constructions,
of whatsoever complexion, which have been, or are likely to be, placed upOn this
play." This latter I do not understand exactly, since the play frankly deals with
social forces and attempts a resolution of those forces. Perhaps Mr. Comfort means
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that he disclaims any particular ideological construction, Socialism, Communism,
or Anarchism. He obviously strives to build a pseudo-Kafka-like air of unreality,
particularly in the first and last scenes. In fact, the inain fault wtih this very
interesting play is the suggestion that the author is dealing with something which
he sees but does not recognize,;"
Indications presents the work of thTee young poets, the oldest, age twenty-five.
In this selection, Mr. Bayliss is the most successful, particularly in his opening
three or four poems. In later poems, under the influence of Lawrence Durrell,
he deals in a verse possessed of surfa€e excitement but burdened with wearisome
and floundering symbols. Other thCin the first two piece~ by Mr. Bayliss, the most
successful poem in the book seems to me "Towards the End of a Winter," by Mr.
Thomas, a slight"and simple, but fine lyric. All three poets have real ability, with
Mr. Kirkup the most involved in new""manners which seem to get out of hand and
frequently sidetrack him.
In The Virginia Poems Coleman Rosenberger presents a selection ot' his poems
arranged roughlyjn chronological order. There appears no striking development
of manner from the early poems to the later, and all the poems contraSt in manner
with what seems to be the popular one for young poets today, if one judges from
the attention given such peq:gle as Randall Jarrell and Karl Shapiro. The quietness
and carefulness of the poems r~commend' them to us. But one's final impression
is that some of the work lacks depth and that Mr. Rosenberger has not yet hit
his stride; when he does, he may well be a good poet.
L. B. Levy's Six Poems display almost as many styles as poems. For a college
student, Mr. Levy undoubtedly has versatility, but he needs to develop a good
many more qualities in his poetry as well. Helen Frith Stickney'S book is filled
with the kind of work which is acceptable to so many of our poetry journals,
newspapers, and some commercial, magazines-smooth, unobjectionable, nicely
mannered. Occasionally a poem of the type moves with real force, as does Mrs.
. Stickney's "Goods and Chattels." Let There Be Light by Dorothy Hobson i~ chiefly
interesting for its long title poem, composed of forty-four Spet:J.serian stanzas relating
a supposed vision of Keats.
ALAN SWALLOW
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